Businesses very often send invoices to their customers which will show the products purchased and the price owed. The business will also receive invoices from suppliers contains details of a recent order purchased. These two examples are both appropriate recipients as they are buying and selling goods and invoices track that.

SRC may send an invoice to a student if they have to pay tuition fees, damaged something or are attending a trip.

**Flow chart**

A flow chart shows visually in words and shapes a sequence of activities. For example, how to complete accounts or calculate wages. Flow charts involve presentational skills and are eye catching. A flow chart could be sent to:

- **Staff** – containing sales and targets
- **Media** – showing profit and loss of the business
- **Departments within SRC** – to show the activities they carry out

It is useful when SRC are presenting their financial results to the public or media that they use flow charts. Flow charts can be quicker to assemble than typing lots of information. However, if a flow chart is being read by an external individual of SRC, the information in the flow chart can be difficult to interpret.

**Publicity material**

Public material is referred to any marketing activities used by a business. For example, brochures, posters, vouchers or catalogues. Public material should be eye catching, professional and use professional and appropriate language. They vary between different companies but all have the same aim which is;

- To have an eye catching design
- To inform the reader
- To improve or promote the company’s corporate image